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This paper describes the deliberative part of a navigation architecture designed for safe vehicle navigation in dynamic urban environments. It comprises two key modules working together in a hierarchical fashion: (a) the **Route Planner** whose purpose is to compute a valid *itinerary* towards the a given goal. An itinerary comprises a geometric path augmented with additional information based on the structure of the environment considered and traffic regulations, and (b) the **Partial Motion Planner** whose purpose is to ensure the proper following of the itinerary while dealing with the moving objects present in the environment (*eg* other vehicles, pedestrians).

In the architecture proposed, a special attention is paid to the motion safety issue, *ie* the ability to avoid collisions. Different safety levels are explored and their operational conditions are explicitly spelled out (something which is usually not done).
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivations

Autonomous mobile robots/vehicles navigation has a long history by now. Remember Shakey’s pioneering efforts in the late sixties [1]. Today, the situation has dramatically changed as illustrated rather brilliantly by the 2007 DARPA Urban Challenge\(^1\). The challenge called for autonomous car-like vehicles to drive 96 kilometers through an urban environment amidst other vehicles (11 self-driving and 50 human-driven). Six vehicles finished the race thus proving that autonomous urban driving could become a reality. Note however that, despite their strengths, the Urban Challenge vehicles have not yet met the challenge of fully autonomous urban driving (how about handling traffic lights or pedestrians for instance?).

Another point worth mentioning is that at least one collision took place between two competitors. It was nothing serious but it raises the important issue of *motion safety*, *ie* the ability for an autonomous robotic system to avoid collision with the objects of its environment. With robotic systems designed to operate in the real world among human beings in many cases, motion safety becomes critical. The size and the dynamics of the Urban Challenge vehicles make them potentially dangerous for themselves and their environment (especially when driving at high-speed). Therefore, before letting such autonomous systems move among people, it is vital to assert their operational motion safety.

In the last forty years, the number and variety of autonomous navigation schemes that have been proposed is huge (*cf* [2]). In general, these navigation schemes aims at fulfilling two key purposes: reaching a goal while avoiding collision with the objects of the environment. When it comes to collision avoidance, once again, many collision avoidance schemes have been proposed. Their aim of course is to ensure the robotic systems’ safety. However

\(^1\)http://www.darpa.mil/grandchallenge
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the analysis carried out in [3] of the most prominent navigation schemes (ie the ones currently used by robotics systems operating in real environments, eg [4–7]) shows that, especially in dynamic environments, motion safety is not guaranteed (in the sense that it is easy to find situations where collisions will eventually occur). To some extent, this is due to the fact that safety is a concept that is taken for granted. In other words, the meaning of safety is never formally stated and, above all, the operational conditions of such collision avoidance schemes are seldom (if never) spelled out.

1.2 Contributions and Paper Outline

In the past few years, the Autonomous Systems Lab. of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology have been active with self-driving cars through the SmartTer initiative\(^2\). It has developed a navigation architecture that has evolved over the years. The primary purpose of this paper is to present the latest developments of the deliberative part of this navigation architecture. These developments are geared towards autonomous driving in dynamic urban environments with a particular focus on the motion safety issue.

The deliberative part of the architecture features two key modules working together in a hierarchical fashion: the Route Planner (high-level) and the Partial Motion Planner (low-level).

The purpose of the Route Planner is to provide the Partial Motion Planner with a valid route towards a given goal. A route in this case comprises a geometric path augmented with additional information based on the structure of the environment considered. Such a route should comply with the standard regulations for vehicles driving in an urban setting. This means that factors such as speed limits and stop signs should be taken into account.

It is up to the Partial Motion Planner to take care of all the gory details of the actual driving. It relies upon the route and a local model of the vehicle’s environment (with up to date information about the fixed and the moving objects) in order to determine the next motion command to apply to the vehicle.

As the name suggests, a Partial Motion Planning scheme is used [8], [9] in order to (a) take into account the decision time constraint imposed by dynamic environments and (b) improve convergence towards the desired goal.

Motion safety is dealt with by the Partial Motion Planner. Two safety levels respectively called Passive and Passive Friendly are explored and their operational conditions are explicitly stated.

\(^2\)http://www.smart-team.ch

The paper is organized as follows: §2 briefly overviews the complete navigation architecture. The Route Planner and the Partial Motion Planner are respectively presented in §3 and §4. §5 details the particular diffusion technique used by the Partial Motion Planner whereas §6 focuses on the safety issues. The experimental platform is overviewed in §7 and preliminary navigation results are finally presented in §8.

2 NAVIGATION ARCHITECTURE

Fig. 1 presents an overview of the navigation architecture of the SmartTer platform. It is structured in layers, where, in most cases, higher level components interact with all the lower level layers in the hierarchy. The only exception is the world model, which is directly accessed by all the levels of hierarchy. Given that this paper focuses on route planning and partial motion planning we will just briefly discuss the high-level components and their interaction here.

1. Mission Manager. It is responsible of translating high-level tasks (eg pick-up a person at an address) into initial and a goal configurations that the vehicle should reach in order to accomplish those tasks.

2. Route planning. It is concerned with finding a global route for the vehicle between the initial and goal configurations given by the mission manager, using information about the static characteristics of the environment (e.g. lane geometry, speed limits). We assume that knowledge about these characteristics is available a priori so that it is possible to perform at least part of the computations off-line.

3. Partial Motion Planning. It is responsible of executing routes computed by the route planning module including collision avoidance and—for unstructured environments—motion planning. It integrates knowledge about the dynamic elements of the environment, and interacts tightly with the world model.

4. World model. The world model gathers all the available information about the environment, including the
vehicle’s localization, the environment structure and
the current and predicted states of the other objects
that are present in the environment. As mentioned
above, it is different from other modules because it
interacts with all the levels of the hierarchy.

The next two sections respectively describe Route Plan-
ning and Partial Motion Planning.

3 ROUTE PLANNING

The goal of route planning is to exploit prior knowledge
about the environment in order to provide local navigation
with a feasible and valid path between two points of the
environment. In this context, valid means that the path
should be collision free and comply with traffic regulations
for vehicles driving in a urban setting, where factors such
as speed limits and stop signs should be taken into account
by the planner.

More specifically, prior knowledge comes in the form
of a slightly augmented\(^3\) Route Network Definition File
(RNDF) \(^{[10]}\). This information may be seen as a directed
graph (see fig 2) where we distinguish between two types
of nodes, waypoints, having a special meaning (eg an in-
tersection or a parking entrance) and standard nodes which
are used as a piecewise linear approximation to describe
higher order curves. Additionally, unstructured, open ar-
 eas of the environment are described as polygons having
entry and exit points that are connected to other nodes of
the graph.

From this graph, route planning is straightforward by
applying the A* graph search algorithm using the length
of the graph’s edges as a cost function. Once a path has
been found, it is smoothed out in order to guarantee its fea-
sibility. The output of the module consists of a list of con-
figurations \(Q_g = \{q_{g1}, \cdots, q_{gN}\}\) that the vehicle should
reach. Each configuration can be described as a position,
orientation and curvature:

\[
q_g^i = \{x_g^i, y_g^i, \theta_g^i, \kappa_g^i\}
\]

Associated with every configuration, there is a con-
straint vector describing the bounds within which the vehi-
icle’s motion is considered as acceptable with respect to the
task at hand and the traffic rules (eg speed limits), as well
as a Boolean flag \(wp^i\), whose value is true when the con-
figuration corresponds to a waypoint and false otherwise:

\[
\mathbf{c}^i = \{r_{max}^i, \Delta \theta_{max}^i, \Delta \kappa_{max}^i, v_{min}^i, v_{des}^i, v_{max}^i, wp^i\}
\]

where \(r_{max}^i\) stands for the maximum distance between the
object’s actual position and the desired one; \(\Delta \theta_{max}^i\) and
\(\Delta \kappa_{max}^i\) are the maximum error tolerated for the heading
angle and the curvature, respectively; and \(v_{min}^i, v_{des}^i\) and
\(v_{max}^i\) are the minimum, desired and maximum velocities
associated to the given configuration.

4 PARTIAL MOTION PLANNING

The Partial Motion Planner (PMP) is the core naviga-
tional module of the architecture.

Its primary purpose is to determine the motion command \(u\) that is sent to the vehicle controller at every time
cycle.

The motion command \(u\) must meet the following re-
quirements:
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• **Feasibility:** it must take into account the dynamic constraints of the vehicle;

• **Goal Convergence:** it must eventually drive the vehicle towards the desired goal.

• **Safety:** it must ensure the safety of the vehicle, i.e. its ability to avoid collisions.

PMP operates iteratively with a time period $T_d$ which is determined by the environment (in an environment featuring moving objects, you have a limited time only to decide upon your future course of action otherwise you run the risk of being hit by a moving object). $T_d$ constitutes the decision time constraint.

To determine $u$, PMP (as the name suggests) applies the Partial Motion Planning principle [8]: it tries to make the best possible use of the decision time $T_d$ available by computing a partial motion towards the goal. To that end, a diffusion technique is used to explore the state space of the vehicle and determine a partial motion $\pi$ that is used during the next time cycle to drive the vehicle towards its goal.

Fig. 3 illustrates how PMP operates. Let $t_k$ denote the current time instant and the beginning of the $k^{th}$ PMP cycle. The previous PMP cycle has computed the partial motion $\pi(t_{k-1})$ that starts at time $t_k$. The $k^{th}$ PMP cycle then has to compute $\pi(t_k)$ that will start at time $t_{k+1} = t_k + T_d$.

The process is repeated until the goal is reached.

At every cycle, PMP takes as input an updated model of the environment that comprises:

• the route computed by the Route Planner, i.e. the list

  \[ Q_d = \{q_{d1}, \ldots, q_{dN_d}\} \]

  and the corresponding constraints $c^i$, $i = 1 \cdots N_d$ (cf §3),

• a list $O_s$ of static objects: it is assumed that the static part of the environment is known from the road network structure and is described by a list of forbidden regions represented by closed polygons;

• a list $O_d$ of dynamic objects: one fundamental task of the World Modelling module is to provide PMP with an updated model of the environment at every time cycle. PMP must know what are the moving objects present in the environment and, most important, what their future behaviour will be. To that end, the World Modelling module features a Prediction module whose purpose is to estimate the future behaviour of the moving objects. It is assumed that the prediction is valid over a given prediction horizon of duration $T_p$. The moving objects are described by a list of forbidden regions whose position varies over time. Their shape is modelled by rectangular bounding boxes which is suitable for vehicles and pedestrians alike (more general shapes could be used). The notation $O_d(t)$ is used to indicated the fact that their position varies over time.

Each partial motion $\pi$ computed respects the dynamic constraints of the vehicle considered thus meeting the Feasibility requirement.

By nature, PMP aims at maximizing the lookahead of the navigation process (the exploration of the future is carried out as far as possible given the decision time $T_d$ available). In our opinion, this is one way to meet the Goal Convergence requirement.

Finally, each partial motion $\pi$ computed will be safe in a predefined way (for instance, it will be guaranteed that the vehicle always have the possibility to brake down and stop before a collision occurs). This is the answer to the Safety requirement.

The next two sections respectively describe the diffusion technique used and how motion safety is handled.

### 5 DIFFUSION TECHNIQUE

The partial motion, i.e. the trajectory, that is to be computed for the vehicle can be described as a single parametric curve, e.g. polynomial or spline curve, or a concatenation of several geometrical primitives such as arcs or clothoids. The kinematic vehicle model is described by the Ackermann model:

\[
\dot{x} = \cos \theta v_1, \quad \dot{y} = \sin \theta v_1, \quad \dot{\theta} = \frac{v_1}{L} \tan \phi, \tag{3}
\]

with $\{x, y, \theta\}$ being the robot pose and $\{v_1, \phi\}$ the longitudinal velocity and steering angle. Therefore the full vehicle state at the current navigation cycle $t_k$ can be described as:

\[
s(t_k) = \{x(t_k), y(t_k), \theta(t_k), v_1(t_k), \phi(t_k)\} \tag{4}
\]

The dynamic update of the system can be described in the discrete general form:

\[
\dot{s}(t_k) = f(s(t_k), u_d(t_{k-1})) \tag{5}
\]

where the dynamic level control input vector $u_d$ is the longitudinal acceleration $\dot{v}_1(t_{k-1})$ and the steering rate $\dot{\theta}(t_{k-1})$. The dynamic update function $f$ encapsulates the physical dynamic model of the vehicle, including inertia and physical forces acting on the vehicle itself.
If a low-level control is implemented separately (cascade control) which handles directly the actuators of the vehicle, ie gas pedal (longitudinal acceleration $\dot{v}_t$) and steering wheel torque (steering rate $\dot{\theta}$), the system function $f$ represents the closed-loop response of the vehicle with low-level control. Therefore, the actual commands issued from the Partial Motion Planning level are the kinematic control reference values:

$$u = \{v_{t,ref}, \phi_{t,ref}\} \quad (6)$$

The control vector $u$ is derived directly from the planned trajectory $\pi$ at each navigation cycle. Moreover, if the latency of the low-level control is very small in comparison to the navigation cycle $T_d$, the closed-loop vehicle response to a kinematic control reference value $u$ can be described with circular arcs (ie if the steering angle $\phi_{t,ref}$ is kept fixed during time $T_d$. Using arc geometric primitives largely reduces the computational costs that would be incurred if the full numerical integration through the system function $f$ would be performed for possible input $u$.

In order to explore different possible trajectories, the geometric arc primitives are concatenated in a randomized sampled diffusion scheme, where the trajectory structure grows in an RRT (“Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree”) manner [11]. The motion exploration phase starts with the current vehicle state $s(t_k)$ and the control input (trajectory) from the previous cycle $u(t_{k-1})$, the goal configuration(s) $G_{\pi}$, the set of dynamic obstacles $O_d(t)$ and static obstacles $O_s$. The new exploration states are inserted into a search tree $T$ as can be seen in Table 1. The available decision time for exploration is of duration $T_d$, after which a valid trajectory with associated control inputs $u(t_k) = \{v_{t,ref}(t_k), \phi_{t,ref}(t_k)\}$ is returned or failure is signalled.

Firstly, the newly formed tree $T$ is initialized by its root node $\tau_{root}$, where the information contained in each node is of the form:

$$\tau = \{s, u, w_t, t_T, d_T\} \quad (7)$$

The $s$ represents the state of the vehicle, $u$ the reference input that induced the state $s$, $w_t$ the overall cost to reach the node $\tau$, $t_T$ the cumulative time with respect to the root of the tree $T$ and $d_T$ the node depth within the tree. Therefore, $\tau_{root}$ which contains the predicted state $s(t_{k+1})$ (PREDICT_STATE) for the given control input $u(t_{k-1})$ from the previous navigation cycle and zeroed cost, cumulative time and tree depth. The state prediction for the root node is necessary due to the fact that the currently computed trajectory $\pi(k)$ will be available only at the end of the current navigation cycle (see Fig.3). The $L_1$ contains all the nodes that are appended to the current tree depth $d_T$. 

### Table 1. Diffusion process of the Partial Motion Planner

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$t_{k}=0.0, d_T=0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$s(t_{k+1}) \rightarrow$ PREDICT_STATE($s(t_k), \pi(t_{k-1})$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$\tau_{root}.init(s(t_{k+1}), u(t_{k-1}), 0.0, 0.0, d_T)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$T \leftarrow \tau_{root}$.init($\tau_{root}$), $L_2=\emptyset, \tau_\ast=\emptyset$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>while $t_T \leq T_d$ do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>for $n=1$ to $</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>$\tau_{new} \leftarrow L_1$.pop();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>$p \leftarrow$ RAND();</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>if ($p &lt; T_p_r$) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$q_{new} \leftarrow$ RAND_STATE_SPACE($G_\pi$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>$\tau_{new} \leftarrow$ EXTEND_STATE_SPACE($q_{new}^\text{rand}$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>if not ($\tau_{new} = \emptyset$) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>INSERT_WITH_COST($\tau_{new}, G_\pi, T, L_2, d_T, \tau_\ast$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>$u_{rand} \leftarrow$ RAND_COM_SPACE($u(t_{k-1})$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>$\tau_{new} \leftarrow$ EXPAND_COM_SPACE($\tau_{root}, u_{rand}$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>if not ($\tau_{new} = \emptyset$) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>INSERT_WITH_COST($\tau_{new}, G_\pi, T, L_2, d_T, \tau_\ast$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>$dx = d_T + 1$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>swap($L_1$, $L_2$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>UpdateTime($t_T$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>end</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>if not $\tau_\ast = \emptyset$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>return PATH($T, \tau_\ast$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>else return failure;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXTEND_COM_SPACE($\tau, u, O_d, O_s$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>if $(\tau.\ast = \emptyset)$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>$\tau_{new} \leftarrow$ EXTEND_WITH_SAFETY_CHECK($\tau, u, O_d, O_s$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>$\tau_{new} \leftarrow$ EXTEND_WITH_COLLISION_CHECK($\tau, u, O_d, O_s$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>if not ($\tau_{new} = \emptyset$) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>$\tau_{new} = \tau.\ast + 1$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>$L \leftarrow L \cup \tau_{new}$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>return $\tau_{new}$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>else return $\emptyset$;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### EXTEND_STATE_SPACE($q_g, T, O_d, O_s$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>$q_{near} \leftarrow$ NEAREST_NEIGHBOR($q_g, T$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>$\tau_{near} \leftarrow$ NEAREST_COMMAND($\tau_{near}, q_g$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>return EXTEND_COM_SPACE($\tau_{near}, O_d, O_s$);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### INSERT_WITH_COST($\tau, G_\pi, T, L, d_T, \tau_\ast$)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>39</td>
<td>COMPUTE_COST($\tau, G_\pi, \tau_\ast$);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>$T = T \cup \tau$;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>if $(\tau.\ast = \emptyset)$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>$L$.push($\tau_{new}$);</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Fig. 4. Node expansion

The overall computation time \( t_s \) can only be within the \( T_d \) span (Table 1.L5).

There are three tree expansion methods implemented in the current PMP scheme:

1. exploration: expansion towards a random configuration in the environment - \( q_{rand} \) (Table 1.L9-L13);
2. goal search: expansion towards a goal configuration - \( q_{goal} \) (Table 1.L14-L18);
3. exhaustive search: extension from a given tree node (state) using a randomized control input - \( u_{rand} \) (Table 1.L19-L23).

These cases are depicted further in Fig. 4. In case 1, the predicted state \( s(t_{k+1}) \) is expanded towards a random configuration \( q_{rand} \) in the workspace \( s^1(t_{k+2}) \), whereas in case 2 the tree \( T \) is expanded towards the goal configuration \( q_{goal} \) \( s^2(t_{k+2}) \). In both cases the function \( \text{EXTEND\_STATE\_SPACE} \) first finds the node \( \tau_{near} \) in the tree \( T \) which is the closest to the chosen configuration according to a predefined distance metrics and than chooses the nearest feasible command with \( \text{NEAREST\_COMMAND} \) function. The case 3 represents the direct search in the control space of currently kinodynamically feasible commands with \( \text{RAND\_COM\_SPACE} \) \( s^3(t_{k+2}) \).

For all the three possible expansion methods, the newly obtained nodes/states and the arcs \( a \) that connect them to their predecessor nodes in the tree have to be checked for collision against all the dynamic and static obstacles. This is done by discretizing the connecting arc trajectories \( a \) in time and verifying possible polygonal intersections resulting from the vehicle and obstacles intermediate configurations in the \( \text{EXTEND\_WITH\_COLLISION\_CHECK} \) function. Moreover, if the predecessor of an expanded node is at the depth \( d_p = 0 \), additional safety check has to be performed in the function \( \text{EXTEND\_WITH\_SAFETY\_CHECK} \) (Table 1.L32-L40) - the vehicle must be able to come to a full-stop without collision (the state is therefore ICS safe, further details in §6). In Fig. 4 this is depicted by the example of the break-state \( s^3(t_{k+2} + T_b) \) originating from state \( s^3(t_{k+2}) \), where the collision-check test is performed for the duration of the breaking manoeuvre. The brake time \( T_b \) is related to the dynamic capabilities of the vehicle, ie max linear deceleration \( v_{l,decc} \):

\[
T_b = \frac{v_l}{v_{l,decc}} \tag{8}
\]

where the longitudinal velocity depends on each given state, in this case \( s^3(t_{k+2}) \).

As already mentioned, the diffusion process computation is limited to \( t_s \leq T_d \), where at each new computational increment another layer of nodes is added to the tree \( T \). The final depth of \( T \) is not determined a-priori, nor how close the best trajectory will be with respect to the goal configuration. In Fig. 4 the final best trajectory is depicted with \( \pi(t_k) \), referring to the navigation cycle when it was computed, whereas the trajectory’s final state \( \tilde{s}(t_{k+n}) \) can be arbitrarily far in the future (\( n \) is a free parameter).

Regarding the goal search, ie finding a trajectory towards a goal configuration, there are two approaches distinguished here:

1. waypoint following: the current set of waypoints \( Q_g \) is the next topological node to reach in the environment (see Sec.3), such as an intersection, route crossing, lane changing waypoint, etc.;

2. route following: the current set of waypoints \( Q_g \) is a collection of intermediate configurations, which together describe a route between topological nodes.

In case 1 the cost function of a node to determine the best trajectory is based on a distance metric \( \| \tilde{s} - \{q_g, c_q \} \| \) between the goal waypoint with its constraints and the last state \( \tilde{s} \) on a trajectory:

\[
w_\tau(\tilde{s}) = \alpha_g \cdot \| \tilde{s} - \{q_g, c_q \} \| + \alpha_\tau \cdot t_\tau(\tilde{s}) \tag{9}
\]
\(\alpha_g\) and \(\alpha_t\) are the weighting factors between minimizing the distance to the waypoint and minimizing the cumulative time \(t_{\pi}(\hat{s})\) to reach it, respectively.

In case 2 there is more information available based on the environment structure, in the form of a route. These geometrical configurations can be followed with a type of path following technique, with the possibility of deviating from the route based on the tree structure, if the dynamic obstacles trajectories require such evasive manoeuvres. However, in the absence of dynamic obstacles \(O_d\) and proper route definition according to the a-priori knowledge of static obstacles \(O_s\), the vehicle should follow the route as close as possible. Assuming that a path following controller (implementation details on the controller can be found in [12, 13]) computes an error function \(E\) which describes the discrepancy between a particular vehicle state \(s\) found in [12, 13]) computes an error function \(E\) which describes the discrepancy between a particular vehicle state \(s\), and the route \(R_s\), then the cost of a node can be computed in the error terms as:

\[
w_{\tau}(\hat{s}) = \sum_{j=1}^{N_s} ||E(s_j, Q_{\alpha})||
\]

where the set of discretized states \(\{s_{j=1}, s_{(k+1)} \ldots s_{j} \ldots s_{N_s} = \hat{s}\}\) with the associated arcs \(a\) forms a trajectory \(\hat{\pi}\). The cost calculation step is performed in the INSERT_WITH_COST function (Tab. 1.L44-L47). The best trajectory \(\pi^* = \pi(k)\) which will be applied in the next navigation cycle can be therefore determined from node \(\tau^*\) with minimum overall cost \(w_{\tau}\), \(\text{iff } \tau^* \neq \emptyset\).

6 SAFETY ISSUES

The purpose of this section is to explore the safety issues related to the navigation scheme proposed.

The diffusion technique presented in §5 aims at building a tree embedded in the state×time space of the system \(R\) and to extract from this tree a partial motion \(\pi\) that is used during the next time cycle to drive the system towards its goal.

The concept of Inevitable Collision State (ICS)\(^4\) [14] and the motion safety criteria introduced in [3] show that it does not suffice that each partial motion \(\pi\) be collision-free to ensure the safety of \(R\).

From a theoretical point of view, the safety of \(R\) is guaranteed if and only each \(\pi\) is ICS-free up to the time \(T_d\) (that corresponds to the initial state of the partial motion that is to be computed at the next navigation cycle), because then, at the next navigation cycle, the navigation module always has a safe evasive manoeuvre available.

A state is an ICS iff a collision eventually occurs no matter how \(R\) moves.

Now, checking whether a given state of \(\pi\) is an ICS or not requires in theory the full knowledge of the environment of \(R\) and its future evolution, ie the knowledge of the space-time \(W \times [0, \infty)\). In practice however, one has to deal with the sensors’ limited field of views and the elusive nature of the future. Knowledge about the environment of \(R\) is thus limited both spatially and temporally: it is limited to \(W_p \times [0, T_p]\) where \(W_p \subset W\) denotes the subset of the environment which is perceived and \(T_p\) the prediction horizon.

To further ensure safety with respect to the objects that lie outside of \(W_p\), its boundary is treated in a manner similar to [14] or [15] as a potentially moving object whose motion direction is unknown but whose velocity is upper-bounded.

\(W_p \times [0, T_p]\) and the objects within, fixed and moving, yields in the state×time space of \(R\) a set of ICS which is only an approximation of the true set of ICS generated by \(W \times [0, T_p]\).

This is the very reason why it is impossible to guarantee an absolute level of safety (absolute in the sense that it can be guaranteed that \(R\) will never end up in an ICS and therefore crash eventually).

This intrinsic impossibility compels us to settle for weaker levels of safety. Although weaker, the important thing is that such levels of safety will be guaranteed given the information that \(R\) knows about its environment, ie given \(W_p \times [0, T_p]\). We have explored two different levels of safety, they are detailed in the next two sections.

6.1 Safety Level #1

The first safety level we have seeked to enforce is the simplest one maybe. It guarantees that, should a collision ever occur, \(R\) will be at rest. In other words, if a collision is inevitable, it can be guaranteed that \(R\) always have the possibility to brake down and stop before the collision occurs. Such a safety level is a form of passive safety in the sense that \(R\) will never actively collide with an object. It is henceforth called Passive Safety and denoted by PS.

Under PS, a state \(s\) is considered as being safe iff there exists at least one braking manoeuvre starting at \(s\) which is collision-free until the time where \(R\) has stopped. PS yields the following definition for a safe state:

**Def. 1 (Passive Safety)** a state \(s\) is safe under PS (or p-safe) iff there exists at least one braking manoeuvre starting at \(s\) and collision-free until \(T_b\), with \(T_b\) the time where \(R\) is at rest (the braking time).

In practice, the function EXTEND.WITH.SAFETY-CHECK (cf Table 1) samples a finite and discrete set of braking manoeuvres and checks them for collision against \(W_p \times [0, T_p]\). If one collision-free manoeuvre exists the state considered is labeled as p-safe and unsafe otherwise.
6.2 Safety Level #2

In a way, PS leaves most of the collision-avoidance burden to the other objects. In certain situations however, this is unsatisfactory: \( R \) may for instance decide to move on a railway track to reach its goal because, under PS, it is safe to do so (indeed \( R \) would have the time to stop before being hit by the train). Unfortunately, the train in spite of its best efforts may not be able to avoid crashing into \( R \) because of its own dynamics.

In an environment where the moving objects are assumed to be friendly, i.e., seeking to avoid collisions, and for which a certain knowledge about their dynamic properties is available, it can be desirable to enforce a stronger level of safety. This second safety level guarantees that, should a collision ever occur, \( R \) will be at rest and the colliding object would have had the time to slow down and stop before the collision had it wanted to. This safety level is henceforth called Passive Friendly Safety and is denoted PFS. It yields the following definition for a safe state:

Def. 2 (Passive Friendly Safety) a state \( s \) is safe under PFS (or \( pf\)-safe) iff there exists at least one braking manoeuvre starting at \( s \) and collision-free until \( T_{b} + T_{ob} \), with \( T_{b} \) the braking time of \( R \), and \( T_{ob} \), the maximum braking time of the moving objects present in the environment.

The conservative nature of Def. 2 should be noted. It is possible in practice to refine it in order for example to take into account the dynamics of the particular moving objects that would collide with \( R \) when it follows a particular braking manoeuvre. For the time being, Def. 2 is left as is.

Other safety levels could be proposed. The ultimate one of course is to determine safety with respect to the set of ICS which is defined by \( W_{pf} \times [0, T_{p}] \). Given the complexity of characterizing this ICS set, Passive Safety and Passive Friendly Safety constitutes interesting alternatives in the sense that they can be computed efficiently and provide an adequate level of safety.

7 EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM

7.1 SmartTer

The SmartTer is a passenger car equipped for autonomous driving. The system has a localization module based on sensor fusion, in the line of that described in [16]. To accurately localize the vehicle, four different sensors are used: DGPS, IMU, optical gyro and vehicle sensors (wheel encoders and steering angle sensor). The combination of their measurements allows the estimation of the vehicle’s 6 degrees of freedom eg the 3D position \((x, y, z)\) and the attitude (roll, pitch, heading).

Fig. 5. The SmartTer passenger car equipped for autonomous driving. Behind the windscreen we have the camera system, on the sides of the roof we have the tilted laser scanners for corner protection. Currently, the front Sick has been replaced by an Alasca Scanner

The details of the localization system used are described in [17].

For environment detection we use one IBEO Alasca XT laser scanner mounted at the front of the vehicle and two Sick LMS 291 mounted on the roof to protect the vehicle corners as well as a Sony Camera for vision.

7.2 Simulator

In order to facilitate system integration and to perform tests where the ground truth is available, we have performed our experiments using the Morsel simulator. Morsel has been developed in our laboratory and is based on the Panda3d engine [18].

Morsel features emulation for the two lower level layers of fig. 1. This includes cameras, range sensors, and standard cinematic models such as Ackermann, differential, etc.

The simulator can be easily extended using Python or C++. Another interesting feature is its ability run in “real” or “virtual” time modes. In the former mode, the simulator will try to produce sensor output at the real frequency; in the second mode time is emulated by putting world events in a priority queue according to their frequency.

Since our system uses the Carmen [19] library for communications, low-level sensor and actuator driver modules are effectively decoupled from high-level algorithm. This makes it possible to plug the simulator to those algorithms in a transparent fashion.

8 SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation results are presented for different structured and unstructured urban environment scenarios including intersection handling (Fig.6 to Fig. 9), in-lane driving (Fig.10 and Fig. 11) and parking lot negotiation (Fig.12
Fig. 6. Intersection handling I (scene view)

Fig. 7. Intersection handling I (navigation view)

and Fig. 13). The dynamic obstacles presented in different scene views are pedestrians and static and moving vehicles, whose shapes are described as polygons, more specifically rectangular shapes. Their estimated positions and future trajectories are depicted in navigation views which also includes the static part of the environment that is described via polylines (for instance lane and parking lot boundaries). Collision checking between the ego-vehicle and environmental obstacles has to be performed for the whole given time horizon. The navigation scheme presented in the results is based on waypoint following (see §5, case 1) for goal search where the currently active goal waypoint is drawn in the navigation views as a circular region with a specified orientation (according to the given constraints). The trajectory diffusion starting from the ego-vehicle contains tree nodes that are free of obstacles (green) and prohibited nodes (marked red), whereas the currently best trajectory towards the waypoint is marked in magenta. Note that the given navigation snapshots are based on a certain time instant $t_k$ and that the prohibited regions depend on all the future motions of the obstacles. It can be seen from the results that the ego-vehicle is both able to reach the waypoint within given constraints while negotiating moving obstacles and preventing head-on collisions. Furthermore, no adaptation of the navigation scheme is needed for a particular environment, proving its generic applicability.

9 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

This paper has presented the deliberative part of the navigation architecture for the SmartTer platform, comprising two main components: (a) route planning, which finds a set of configurations between two given points of the environment while taking into account given traffic rules; and (b) partial motion planning, which handles the actual execution of the plan while taking into account the dynamic elements of the world.

A key aspect of the navigation architecture proposed is that a special attention is paid to the motion safety issue, ie the ability to avoid collisions. Different safety levels are explored and their operational conditions are explicitly spelled out (something which is usually not done).

The results depict safe navigation in dynamic scenarios which include both moving vehicles and pedestrians, where the architecture has been implemented in both real and simulated platforms, although only simulation results are provided at the time of paper writing.

On the theoretical side, an interesting research direction is the exploration of more advanced motion prediction techniques in order to improve both the accuracy and the time horizon of our safety checks.
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